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Comodo Communication Client Ticket Submit 

Current View 

 

Filename: 2017-10-09_CCC-Report-Ticket_CURRENT.png 

New View 

 

Filename: 2017-10-09_CCC-Report-Ticket_NEW.png 

Notes on New View 
On a visual front the changes are simple, adding in a name and email address field as this allows better 

reporting as the owner of the machine is never the reporter. This is the details the ticket should be 

logged under, not the owner information. 

By default, the tick box to include additional information should be included. 

And the note at the bottom does not need to specify the owner information as this is not important. 
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Support Agent Client Ticket Submit (Via SD Website) 

Current View 

 

Filename: 2017-10-09_SD-Report-Ticket_CURRENT.png 

New View 

 

Filename: 2017-10-09_SD-Report-Ticket_NEW.png 
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Notes on New View 
When you open a ticket the initial pop up is a waste of time as by clicking cancel you have a fully 

working good form that simply needs the telephone and extension fields adding as shown. 

This speeds up access, account creation as well as allowing the customer to fire straight into the issue 

and collect their details once they have it off their chest. As we know a customer with a computer issue 

does not care about hello my name is and I’m on PC X, they just want to throw the problem at you and 

force you to work backwards. 
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Update / Process Ticket (Agent via SD Website) 

Current View 
Does not exist yet 

New View 

 

Filename: 2017-10-09_SD-Verify-Update-Data-TicketList_NEW.png 

 

Filename: 2017-10-09_SD-Verify-Update-Data-TicketData_NEW.png 

Notes on New View 
The first screen shows an added “process” button to the list which should allow you to select a ticket 

and start the process / update function. 
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The second screen is the actual screen used to process / update the base ticket information allowing a 

technician to be able to pick up the job and run with it. 

The screen is the same as the edit screen with a couple of differences: - 

• The notes section at the bottom is not needed as the original / changes should be auto placed in 

an internal note so the information is not lost. 

• There needs to be a preview box of the actual message raised so the updating agent can 

categorise, change the subject and priorities as correctly depending on the information 

provided. 
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Support Agent Ticket Update via Reply 

Current View 

 

Filename: 2017-10-09_SD-Update-Ticket-Reply_CURRENT.png 

New View 

 

Filename: 2017-10-09_SD-Update-Ticket-Reply_NEW.png 
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Notes on New View 
There are a lot of changes here so I will list them with reasons / explanations: - 

(See https://www.strobe-it.co.uk/services/opensource/ for our popular osTicket mod) 

 

Timer 

The biggest change is the timer and how the time is recorded to a job, this is due to real world situations 

and needing to prove / provide information to why you have charged or done what you have done; as 

well as charge more efficiently. 

The time should no longer be part of the ticket and the ticket MySQL table but the thread MSQL table, 

this basically means time is added to a thread in the same way communication / updates are. 

So, when you are working on a job, making notes as you got for the end client in the replies box the 

timer is ticking. After the section of work, you publish the reply/update which also saves the time for 

that update include the location stored in Time Type and if it is billable or not. 

When you look back through a job you can see what you have done, how long that part took you and 

answer questions to what actually was done for the time logged quickly instead of trying to jog 

memories or try and match up thread updates with published time. 

 

Time Type 

In the MSP world, generally you have different pricing brackets depending on the style of work you 

performed, for instance you might charge £1 per minute for remote support compared with a callout 

fee of £40 followed by £1 per minute for visiting a client’s site. 

Some MSP’s also as part of a contract with a client might provide so many minutes / hours on-site per 

month and above that bill the difference. By recording this information, you can then prove what you 

have done and bill accordingly. 

Time Type should be a customisable list allowing each MSP to categorise their company as they see fit, 

but for example our types are: - 

• Remote 

• Telephone 

• On-Site 

• Workshop 

 

 

 

 

https://www.strobe-it.co.uk/services/opensource/
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Billing 

A simple change which speeds up posting, stops non-required save work pop-ups etc. If you need to 

leave a ticket the time and currently typed information should be saved in drafts allowing a technician to 

freely jump to answer the phone without risk of losing this information. 

 

Record Time Button 

Not needed as recording time is done via posting a reply. 

 

Schedule Button 

With a ticket you might have to schedule a job, especially for site visits or work on servers etc…. 

So to do this adding a schedule button which opens the calendar in a pop up allowing you to choose 

either the shared calendar, yours or another member of staffs (assigns ticket to them if this is done?) to 

place the job at the scheduled time. 

Once a job is scheduled it should no longer appear in the open or answered views / queues but to a 

newly created queue called “scheduled” as shown in the left menu. 

 

Scheduled List / View 

This view is to see the list of scheduled jobs you company / agents have allowing you to access, edit etc 

these jobs. 

Once a schedule is due the ticket should then appear in the open tickets as it is now awaiting work via 

the agent as scheduled. 
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Support Agent Ticket Update via Internal Note 

Current View 

 

Filename: 2017-10-09_SD-Update-Ticket-Note_CURRENT.png 

New View 

 

Filename: 2017-10-09_SD-Update-Ticket-Note_NEW.png 
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Notes on New View 
This is the same as posting a reply, but instead you are posting an internal note with time and possible 

charges instead. 

This is extremely useful as it allows you to perform research, post this information to the ticket and 

record how long you spend doing this research. 

There are many other reasons, but this is a huge one for MSPs. 

For more details on the screen please see “Posting a Reply”. 
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ServiceDesk Ticket View 

Current View 

 

Filename: 2017-10-09_SD-Ticket-View_CURRENT.png 

New View 

 

Filename: 2017-10-09_SD-Ticket-View_NEW.png 

Notes on New View 
The ticket view for an MSP agent with the new SD skin designed by Comodo instead of the original 

osTicket one originally used is very confusing; especially as it is plan and bland with no indication of what 

each part of the thread is. At the moment you have to perform a PDF export which shows the original 

colour scheme and layout to make proper sense of a ticket. 

To improve this, the new screen shows some colour and additional information as described below: - 
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• Yellow banners to show internal notes and system events of tickets. This is extremely import so 

you can tell if certain information or comments went to the end client or not so you know the 

status of their knowledge. 

• Blue banners to show responses from the client. 

• Orange banners to show replies sent to the client. 

• On internal notes there is already a subject field and this I believe already places itself in the 

thread banner but if it does not it needs to. 

• On internal notes and replies the time and time type needs to be displayed allowing the agent to 

see what has been done so far, how long it took etc. 


